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Best Community Outreach Program 

 
Quicken Loans 6th Grade Day of Innovation 

 
Producer of America’s Thanksgiving Parade® presented by Art Van 
  
Voted 2017 2nd Best Holiday Parade and Best Thanksgiving Parade 

by USA Today 10Best readers. 



 

1. Overview Information –   

 

a) Introduction and background of main event 

Quicken Loans (QL) is a valuable sponsor to The Parade Company (TPC) and America’s 

Thanksgiving Parade® presented by Art Van. Over the years, the relationship between TPC and 

QL has grown close and the partnership has increased as TPC offers assistance to QL in 

additional programming. This spring, we were happy to participate for the third time in Quicken 

Loans 6th Grade Day of Innovation. Both TPC and QL are involved in additional educational 

programming with Detroit Public Schools throughout the year.  

Quicken Loans 6th Grade Day of Innovation is a structured day of programming for Detroit 

Public School 6th graders. Throughout the duration of the school day, the students participate in 

a learning session with The Parade Company, Robot Garage, and Arts & Scraps. Each session 

focuses on a different aspect of STEM, which is a curriculum based upon science, technology, 

engineering and mathematics.   

 

b) Description and purpose / objective of Outreach Program  

The Parade Companies session introduces students to The Parade Company, our purpose, 

America’s Thanksgiving Parade® presented by Art Van, and highlights some career paths that 

are needed to produce the floats that are featured The Parade. This short presentation leads to 

a hands-on activity where the students use pipe cleaners to “build” their own make-shift float. 

This allows students the opportunity to translate what they have learned into a craft! For 

example, the pipe cleaners represent the steel rods that are used in our float production, which 

they will have previously learned about during our presentation. Additionally, the career 

pathways highlighted are painters, welders, engineers and sculptors.  

The objective of the program is to inspire 6th graders. All three sessions show the students how 

they can apply their current passions into a future career pathway. The program also outlines 

how the concept of STEM, which is incorporated into their daily curriculum, connects to the 

career pathways discussed. In The Parade Company session, we highlight the concepts of 

STEAM (science, technology, engineering, arts & mathematics). Many students are surprised to 

learn how the concepts of STEAM apply to our float building process.  

 

c) Target audience / attendance / number of participants  

Each season (fall & spring), The 6th Grade Day of Innovation reaches 1,500 6th grade students. 

The goal is to reach all Detroit Public School Students annually. In total, that is 3,000 students 



participating in the program annually. Each season is broken into 10 days, reaching 

approximately 150 students per day.   



d) Impact program had on the community  

The program has a positive impact on the 6th graders in Detroit Public Schools. It is a rare 

opportunity for children to hear about careers in the arts and in the trades, all of which are 

important! The program aims to inspire students to think outside the box with their future, and 

to be proud of all of the growth and opportunity happening in their city, Detroit. Igniting a spark 

or passion in even one student could have immeasurable positive effects on the future of 

Detroit! Both Quicken Loans and The Parade Company recognize that Detroit Public Schools are 

full of potential. Because of these reasons, we have enjoyed partnering with our Sponsor in this 

important program for Detroit students.  

 

e) Tie-in of program to main event  

The Parade Company portion of the program is directly connected to the overall 6th Grade Day 

of Innovation Program. By focusing on the program mission, we can connect our non-profit’s 

passion with the potential in the students of Detroit Public Schools. All three student sessions 

deliver a similar message by organically showcasing our own company purposes. The Parade 

Company, Arts & Scraps, and Robot Garage all use STEM on a daily basis, without thought. 

Students are able to better visualize how STEM, a concept they spend so much time learning 

about, actually connects to their real life and future.  

f) Duration of program (start to finish) and years program has been part of the event.  

The Spring Program had 10 program dates. This was the third semester of the program: Spring 

2017, Fall 2017 & Spring 2018. Currently, we are preparing for the Fall 2018 semester currently. 

Spring 2018 Program Dates: 

Tuesday, April 10th  

Tuesday, April 17th  

Thursday, April 19th  

Tuesday, April 24th  

Thursday, April 26th  

Tuesday, May 1st  

Tuesday, May 8th  

Thursday, May 10th  

Tuesday, May 15th  

Thursday, May 17th   



g) Overall revenue / expense budget of specific program  

The Parade Companies participation in Quicken Loans 6th Grade Day of Innovation is not for 

financial gain. We request a grant from Quicken Loans at the beginning of the program for our 

predicted expenses.  

 

Breakdown of expenses 

Quicken Loans Grant     $4,300.00 

Expenses  

Pipe Cleaners    $629.46 

Mileage & Parking (Staff Per Diem)  $200.00  

Staffing     $2,000.00 

Markers    $13.00  

 

Total Expenses    $2,839.46  

Revenue    $1,460.54  

 

h) Description of sponsor / charity / volunteer / school / other group involvement 

with program and benefits to each (if applicable)  

Sponsor Involvement: Quicken Loans organizes the schools, lunches, and presentation space. 

The Quicken Loans team contracts The Parade Company, Robot Garage, and Arts & Scraps to 

facilitate all educational aspects of the program.  

Charity Involvement: The entire 6th Grade Day of Innovation program is done completely free 

for Detroit Public Schools. Quicken Loans funds the program and handles all costs. The Parade 

Company participates with almost no financial gain. We participate because we believe in the 

program mission, and it aligns with our own. The Parade Company also values our relationship 

with our Sponsor, and are happy to assist in local programming.  

Volunteer Involvement: Quicken Loans employees sign up to volunteer at the Day of Innovation 

programming; training is required to become familiar with the sessions.  

School Involvement: Once a school signs up for Day of Innovation, they are sent a package of 

information. Each session creates a hand-out to prep the 6th graders on some concepts they will 

be learning. (TPC teacher handout attached).  



i) Overall effectiveness / success of program  

This program is considered to be widely successful. Detroit Public School district has added 

Quicken Loans 6th Grade Day of Innovation to their standard annual 6th grade curriculum. The 

DPS school district is supportive in Quicken Loans goal to have every 6th grade student in the 

district participate in the program. As a new program, this is something the Day of Innovation 

team (Quicken Loans, The Parade Company, Robot Garage, and Arts & Scraps), is proud to be a 

part of.   



2. Supporting Question – What did you do to update / change this program from the 

year before? Were your updates / changes successful? Please provide measurable 

results / examples.  

Our Parade Company team made a few small edits, which added to the overall success of the 

Spring 2018 Day of Innovation.  

Originally, a Parade Company artist presented to the 6th graders. While our artists are highly 

talented, something was missing from the presentation. Because of this, we made the decision 

to hire a contract employee for the project. Wanting to choose someone who had a strong 

knowledge of both art, and the interworking of The Parade Company, we decided to hire a long 

time Parade Company Volunteer who is a retired middle school teacher. This allowed the 

presentation to be more about concepts of STEM, class discussion, and imaginative thinking.  

Another update we made to the program, was to eliminate many of the “props” from our 

original presentation. We concluded that focusing on a few, important items, made our 

message stronger. The students grasped the concepts in a clearer way.   



3. Supporting Materials 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DAY OF INNOVATION POST PRESENTATION TEACHER HANDOUT  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for spending some time with The Parade Company today! We loved meeting and working 

with your students!  

 

Objective of class discussion:  

We hope to encourage your students to think outside the box for future career options!  

 

Discussion Questions for Students:  

• What surprised you about The Parade Company? 

• Do you like working with your hands? What do you like about being “hands on”?  

• What challenges might you face working in an art environment?  

• What skills might you need as a:  

o Carpenter 

o Sculptor  

o Welder  

o Painter  

• What hobbies do you have that you might be able to turn into a career?  

  



DAY OF INNOVATION POST PRESENTATION STUDENT HANDOUT  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Today we learned about what it takes to imagine and create the floats we see in America’s Thanksgiving 

Parade® presented by Art Van. We hope you feel inspired to turn your passions into a career!  

List 3 things you are passionate about:  

1)   

2)    

3)    

 

List 3 skills you have:  

1)    

2)     

3)     

 

List 3 jobs you learned about at The Parade Company:  

1)   

2)     

3)     

 

Write about how YOU will turn your passions and skills into a career in the future! Do you think your 

skills could be used at a place like The Parade Company?  

 

  



DAY OF INNOVATION TEACHER HANDOUT   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quicken Loans 6th Grade Innovation Day 

Rocket Engineering!  A Parade Company Artisan will demonstrate the importance of “STEAM” by creating 

innovative individual rockets!! 

Each 40-minute session will begin with an informative float construction demonstration by a skilled 

parade artisan explaining the engineering process that goes into building floats.  Following the 

demonstration, each student will have the opportunity to create their own parade masterpiece using the 

information they learned in the demonstration.   

Parade Project Kit: 

• Individual project bag  

• Two glow bracelets  

• 15 colorful pipe cleaners 

• Resulting in an awesome ROCKET! 

Upon completion of each session, The Parade Artisan will highlight the exceptional rocket engineers.  Each 

student will take home their creation!  

 

 

 


